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Along with enlargement of the industrialization and urbanization in western 
countries, compensation of young crop and land attachment appears as the important 
component part of the national land expropriation compensation system. 
Compensation system of young crop and land attachment of farmland expropriation is 
an important component part of the national land expropriation compensation system. 
The present compensation system of young crop and land attachment of farmland 
expropriation in China has many limitations such as unreasonable compensation 
principle, limited compensation range and unscientific compensation standard. The 
compensation system of frunk wrapping expropriation in Xiamen is a special 
expropriation compensation policy. In the mode of overall rationing expropriation 
system, compensation of young crop and land attachment becomes a special and 
dissimilatory compensation. In recent years, the problems of income apportionment of 
rural economic collectives under the compensation fee apportionment of land 
expropriation, especially the one of compensation of young crop and land attachment. 
The text is established in the resolution of practical considerations through a 
microscopic judicial view on many cases of compensation system of young crop and 
land attachment of farmland expropriation in Jimei Court. In the angle of 
compensation system of frunk wrapping expropriation, this article analyses the 
shortcomings of our country’s present compensation system of young crop and land 
attachment and then puts forth the suggestions of this system through the comparison 
of overseas compensation system of young crop and land attachment. 
The text is divided into three chapters apart from foreword and conclusion.  
The first chapter studies the theory of compensation of young crop and land 
attachment. It introduces concepts and characteristics of the compensation of young 
crop and land attachment and the basic situation of this compensation system in other 



























compensation system of young crop and land attachment. This section makes a 
introduction of our country’s present situation, concerned stipulations and 
shortcomings of the compensation system of young crop and land attachment and then 
makes a reflexion judgment on the operation of the overall rationing expropriation 
system in Xiamen. The third chapter which includes macroscopical judicial opinions, 
microscopic judicial investigation, legislation perfection and administration 
improvement, constructs the compensation system of young crop and land attachment 
and makes suggestions on the improvement of this system on the basis of the second 
chapter.  
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予补偿，按期交地的，另奖励被征地对象 1 万元／亩。2、海沧区和集美区，农用地：8 万元／亩，按期交地
的，另奖励被征地对象 0.8 万元／亩。林地：3.5 万元／亩，末利用地：2.5 万元／亩。3、同安区：农用地：
5.5 万元／亩，按期交地的，另奖励被征地对象 0.6 万元／亩。林地：2.5 万元／亩，未利用地：2 万元／亩。
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